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Graphic Design Cookbook: Mix & Match Recipes for Faster, Better LayoutsChronicle Books, 2001

	With 100,000 copies sold, Graphic Design Cookbook is one of the most useful all-purpose resources for designers and anyone who wants to create a dynamic layout for magazines, newsletters, books, posters, and other media. Now released with a fresh new cover, its more than a thousand line drawings illustrate effective design devices, type...


		

The Worst-Case Scenario Survival HandbookChronicle Books, 1999

	Danger! It lurks at every corner. Volcanoes. Sharks. Quicksand. Terrorists. The pilot of the plane blacks out and it's up to you to land the jet. What do you do? The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook is here to help: jam-packed with how-to, hands-on, step-by-step, illustrated instructions on everything you need to know...


		

The Startup Playbook: Secrets of the Fastest-Growing Startups from Their Founding EntrepreneursChronicle Books, 2013

	According to the Kauffman Index of Entrepreneurial Activity, more than 565,000 new businesses were created in 2010 in the United States alone—each one of them hoping to strike gold. The Startup Playbook will help them succeed. Going insider to insider with unprecedented access, New York Times bestselling author and...






		

The Art of Instruction: Vintage Educational Charts from the 19th and 20th CenturiesChronicle Books, 2011

	Large-scale wall charts were fundamental tools of classroom instruction throughout Europe in the mid-nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Collected here for the first time in one deluxe volume are over 100 of these vintage educational posters now important relics in the history of science, art, and design. From the anatomy of a tulip or an...


		

Creative Alchemy: Meditations, Rituals, and Experiments to Free Your Inner MagicChronicle Books, 2018

	Creativity guru Marlo Johnson guides readers through 88 transformative meditations, rituals, and experiments designed to foster personal growth through the power of conscious creation. Featuring dreamy marbled-paper interiors and a refreshing combination of down-to-earth practical instruction and insightful spiritual guidance, this gem of a...


		

Animal Anatomy: Sniff Tips, Running Sticks, and Other Accurately Named Animal PartsChronicle Books, 2019

	Laugh-out-loud fun for animal lovers of all ages

	

	Sniff Tips, Running Sticks, and Other "Accurately" Named Animal Parts.

	

	Charmingly illustrated, wittily worded: Each critter featured in this fun book is tagged with totally fictitious yet comically accurate anatomical labels,...
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